
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of development tester. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for development tester

Develop automated tests based upon manual test procedures as input from
Sr
Work with QA, Designer and Developer to identify areas of improvement
through feature understanding and analyzing, tools, reports and analysis
Partner with development team to execute a game quality plan for assigned
area throughout the game development cycle to ensure to meet highest
quality
Provide qualitative and quantitative feedback on features with issues to
improve in-game features by utilizing solid data analysis to support the
suggested changes
Identify opportunities for QA to provide early design feedback alongside
defect prevention and defect containment activities
Perform a variety of testing types across multiple features - exploratory
testing, requirements based testing, and ad hoc testing and regression
testing
Written and verbal communication of defect information and tracking
Research of defects to provide detailed insight to all stakeholders
Attending scrums and team meetings
Creating and maintaining documentation for area to ensure all features are
understood and developed

Qualifications for development tester

Example of Development Tester Job Description
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Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college or university required,
additional 4 years of related experience may substitute for a degree
At least ten (10) years of experience including systems analysis, systems
design, coding, unit testing, systems integration testing, systems
acceptability testing, data and data base verification and validation required
Expertise in most of the following –Selenium Webdriver and Grid, Jasmine or
Protractor, Karma, TeamCity, MTM, C#, Web API (MS ASP.Net), MVC, WCF,
CSS, JavaScript, JSON, JQuery, .Net Framework
Proficiency with Unit Test, Mock, Test Driven Development
Practical knowledge of object oriented programming and design, C#
preferred
Should have hands on Experience tools like Fiddler, WCF test Client, SOAP
UI, SQL Profiler


